
When Mistakes Happen
How to fix dings, cracks,

splits and more
without starting over

B Y J E F F M I L L E R

A fter reading article after article filled with pic-
tures of flawless work, you might get the im-
pression that experienced woodworkers never

make mistakes. I can assure you that isn't true. Pros
simply know how to salvage their goofs. What makes
me an authority? Well... lots of mistakes, of course.

Sure, I get angry with myself (or at others) when
things go wrong. But in a perverse sort of way, I've
come to enjoy the challenge of salvaging woodwork-
ing disasters. I now have an arsenal of repair tricks at
my disposal.

It's important to realize that you can't salvage every-
thing. There are times when you have no other choice
but to throw in the towel and start over. But that hap-
pens much less than you might think, whether the de-
fects are manmade or natural.

Mental attitude goes a long way toward saving a pro-
ject that suddenly heads off in the wrong direction.
The level of anxiety is always highest the instant you
discover the problem. But self-flagellation doesn't ac-
complish very much. Step back and take a few deep
breaths. Do whatever it takes to stop obsessing. Grab a
cup of coffee or walk around the shop. Then figure out
what went wrong.

It's a good idea to come up with several options to
solve a problem. Anything involving a large hammer
doesn't count. Then prioritize the options—from the
quick and easy to the dreaded scrap it and start over.
Don't rush into anything—with one exception. If
you're in the middle of a glue-up and notice a major
problem, now is the best time to pull apart the piece;
before the glue sets. Otherwise, give yourself a little
time to think before rushing into a fix.

Stubborn joints cause many problems during dry-fitting or final glue-up. Work-
ing from opposite sides a little at a time, use a bench vise to pull apart tight joints.

Jeff Miller owns a custom furniture shop, writes and teaches
furniture making in Chicago.



FIXING STRUCTURAL CRACKS

Cracks may develop during dry-fitting
and disassembly of parts. They are most
often the results of joints that are too
tight. Or they may be caused by hidden,
internal stresses in lumber. In either
case, the fix is the same. Get glue deep
into the crack, then clamp It.

Getting glue into a fine crack may be
the most difficult part of the job. My fa-
vorite glue applicator is a piece of the
wrapper taken from a candy bar or bag
of snack food. The thin wrapper won't
easily tear or get soggy and Is readily
available. Spread glue on a strip of the
wrapper and work it deep into the crack.

After disassembly, pare the tenon for a looser fit.

Get glue deep into the crack for a good
repair. A piece from a snack-food package
or candy wrapper can be used to force glue
into a crack.

COVERING DEEP SCRATCHES

seems severe. Shopmade veneer can be used to
cover up cosmetic damage.

Scratches or gouges may be too deep to remove by sanding. If the part isn't too
large, such as a table leg, you may be able to veneer an entire face to cover up a de-
fect. (Veneering just one side of something larger, such as a panel, may cause it to
warp.) For a veneer patch, choose stock that matches the original in grain and color.
Use your bandsaw to cut an oversized piece of veneer. After gluing the patch, plane
or sand it smooth, then chamfer or ease the edges to protect the veneer and to help
disguise the seam.

Align the grain of the ve-
neer. Trace the shape using
the part to be fixed, and cut it
slightly oversized.

Glue the patch in place.
Use cauls to protect the stock
from the jaws of the clamps.

Plane the patch flush with
the stock. Last, ease the
corners to protect the veneer
and help blend it in.

Overly tight joints may crack when fit together.

Don't give up on a piece, even if the damage



STEAMING OUT DENTS

Dents seem to ap-
pear out of
nowhere. Most are
easy to repair, espe-
cially If the wood
fibers have only
been compressed
and not severed.

You can sometimes swell compressed
wood fibers simply by placing a drop of wa-
ter right on the dent.

More often, you'll also need some
heat to help swell the fibers. A clothes iron
turned to a high setting works well. Place
a drop of water on the dent, then touch the
tip of the hot Iron to the water. As the wa-
ter turns to steam and rises, the wood
fibers swell. The process may have to be
repeated a few times. Severed fibers may
call for additional work—either filling or
patching in addition to steaming.

Place a drop of water on the dent. Don't
flood the area. Repeat as necessary.

Touch only the tip of
the iron to the spot.
The steam swells the
wood fibers and returns
them to the surface.

ALIGNING PARTS

Despite careful preparation, when the
clamps come off after a glue-up, nasty sur-
prises occasionally surface. Among the
most common problems are out-of-square
drawers and carcases.

If a drawer or case looks more like a
parallelogram than a rectangle, the bot-
tom (for a drawer) or back (for a case) can
be used to bring it square. First, measure
the diagonals, then place a clamp corner
to corner on the longer diagonal (see the
photo above). Pull the box until the diago-
nals are equal and install and glue or
screw in the drawer bottom or back panel.

FILLING DEFECTS WITH SAWDUST

Many types of commercial fillers are available for repairing small defects. Most of them,
however, look just like fillers once they've been applied. For a more natural look, apply a
drop of cyanoacrylate glue directly to a defect, and then sand immediately with 220-grit
or 320-grit sandpaper. You might have to repeat the process after about 20 minutes to fill
in a larger defect. This is a little sneaky. The repair is not at all invisible; it usually looks
more like a natural blemish, such as a pin knot or a mineral deposit.

Cracks may be the result
of natural defects. A
screw driven too deeply
may also cause them.

Place a few drops of
cyanoacrylate glue on
the crack. Then sand over
the area with fine (220-
grit) paper. Repeat as
needed.



PLUGGING KNOTS

Although it's best to avoid stock with knots, there are
times when you're down to your last board foot of lumber.
All that's keeping you from completing a project is a
dime-sized knot. A defect that large can't be filled, but it
can be removed and plugged with another piece of wood.
Look through your pile of offcuts and find a piece containing
a pin knot. The grain around knots usually swirls and
curves, features that help disguise the repair. Use a tapered

plug cutter to remove the pin knot (the patch) and then set the patch into place,
orienting the grain for the best appearance.

Drill out the defect. The pin-knot patch (right)
was bored out from scrap stock using a
tapered plug cutter.

Apply glue and tap the patch in place. The
old knot was drilled out at an angle to remove
as much loose material as possible.

Work away at the patch. Plane
cautiously over the knot to avoid
tearout. Switch to a scraper when
the patch is nearly flush.

Finish off with sandpaper.
Sometimes a dab of dye, slightly
darker than the surrounding
wood, is needed to blend in the
patch.

REPLACING EDGES

When a piece of wood breaks off an edge,
and the piece gets lost, you can still sal-
vage a part as long as you have some
matching wood. It's not enough to use the
same species. You must find a piece that
has similar grain and color. If you can cut
and replace wood along the grain lines,
the patch will be practically invisible.

Slice off the ragged edge, leaving a
smooth, flat surface. Cut a patch with a ta-
blesaw tilted at an angle.

Glue the patch in place and hold it with
masking tape. It is easiest to work with an
oversized patch.

Remove the excess material. Use the tool of
your choosing: a chisel, plane or sander.
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